Mutations affecting RNA splicing and the interaction of gene expression of the yeast mitochondrial loci cob and oxi-3.
In Saccharomyces cerevisiae strains KL14-4A and 777-3A, four intervening sequences of 1900 (l alpha beta), 1400 (l beta gamma), 1300 (l gamma delta) and 650 bp (l delta epsilon) separate the five coding sequences (alpha-epsilon) of the structural gene (cob) for cytochrome b. Its major transcript is an 18S RNA (2200 nucleotides) which is likely to be the functional mRNA. The lengths of a series of larger transcripts and their hybridization with probes specific for different intervening sequences are consistent with their being intermediates in a splicing process which generates 18S RNA from a giant primary transcript (greater than or equal to 7.5 kb) covering the whole cob region. There is no absolute order of splicing. The intervening sequence l alpha beta is excised in two stages. The first generates a stable 10S RNA, coded for by sequences immediately downstream of the 18S RNA coding segment alpha. The function of this RNA is unknown. Its excision is an early step in processing, whereas excision of the remainder of l alpha beta is a late event. We have studied four cytochrome b-deficient mutants. These map in intervening sequences and are splicing-defective. They accumulate 22S-28S RNAs which contain one or more intervening sequences. The l alpha beta mutants synthesize long, novel polypeptides, antigenically related to cytochrome b, possibly as a result of read-through into the intervening sequences. Several cob mutants also display alterations in their transcripts of oxi-3, the locus which codes for cytochrome c oxidase subunit I. This indicates that interactions between cob and oxi-3 exist at the level of RNA processing.